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COMPANY
OVERVIEW

Vision

Dimic Law is a prominate and highly esteemed law firm based in Calgary that specializes in providing
comprehensive legal services in the areas of corporate, commercial, residential and civil litigation.
Established in 2019, Dimic Law has earned an esteemed reputation for delivering exceptional legal
solutions tailored to the diverse needs of its clientele. With a wide range of legal practices, Dimic Law
is able to effectively address the complex challenges faced by its clients. At its core, Dimic Law
combines legal expertise with a personalized service and proven track record of success that ensures
clients get the right support when they need it the most. 

At Dimic Law, our mission is to provide
comprehensive and client centered legal
services in the areas of corporate,
commerical, real estate and civil law. Our
relentless commitment to excellence and
integrity drive us to be a trusted partner for
our clients, driving them through their legal
challenges with skill, compassion and
unwavering advocacy.

Mission

About Our Company

CEO of Dimic Law

Steve Dimic

"To be the premiere law
firm of choice,  renowned
for an innovative and
ambitious approach in
providing unparalleled
legal solutions"



WHAT WE DO

Corporate

Commercial

Residential

Civil

We offer expert counsel and representation to businesses of all sizes,
from startups to multinational corporations. Our corporate law
services encompass company formation, governance, mergers and
acquisitions, contract drafting and negotiation, compliance,
intellectual property protection, and more. Our approach is both
pragmatic and forward-thinking, enabling our clients to navigate
the ever-changing business landscape with confidence.

Our commercial law team is well-versed in providing
comprehensive legal support for commercial transactions, business
disputes, contract enforcement, and regulatory compliance.
Whether it's negotiating complex deals or resolving disputes
efficiently, we work diligently to safeguard our clients' interests and
foster their commercial success.

In the residential sector, we offer tailored legal services to individuals,
property developers, and real estate investors. Our expertise covers
property transactions, leases, title disputes, landlord-tenant matters,
and more. Our residential law team is dedicated to ensuring our
clients' rights and investments are protected while navigating the
intricacies of real estate law.

Dimic Law is a full service legal firm that specializes in the areas of corporate,
commercial, residential and civil litigation.  Consistently achieving remarkable
results, we have become a trusted partner for individuals, businesses and
organizations seeking top-tier legal representation.

At Dimic Law, our civil law practice addresses a broad spectrum of
issues, including personal injury claims, family law matters,
employment disputes, and general civil litigation. Our
compassionate and skilled attorneys are committed to achieving fair
and just outcomes for our clients, whether through negotiation or
aggressive representation in court.



MEDIA
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Dimic Law Provides Legal Guidance to Those Facing Foreclosure

Calgary, Alta - Dimic Law (#60, 180 94 Ave SE), a Calgary based law firm is supporting
Calgarians facing potential foreclosure. Canadians have seen mortgage rates rise by 75
basis points in 2023 with no forecast for rates to drop for the remainder of the year. With
current Alberta mortgage rates hovering between six and seven percent, many
individuals are now unable to make payments on their properties and are facing the
reality of foreclosure. Foreclosures have been up 25% for the past several years and this
has left individuals looking to find out their rights when it comes to a foreclosure scenario.
Steve Dimic, Founder of Dimic Law can provide advice and guidance on dealing with
foreclosure situations. 

“With the current economic situation, many individuals are facing foreclosure on their
properties. The reality is that many do not know their rights when it comes to facing
foreclosure and what legal options they have,” says Steve Dimic, Founder of Dimic Law.
“At Dimic Law we see many different types of foreclosure situations and can provide
individuals and businesses with the support and advice they need to make the best
decisions for themselves and their future financial situation.”

As the foreclosure process can legally begin after just one missed payment, Dimic Law
recognizes the importance of educating the public about their rights and potential
courses of action. While several resources are available for those at risk of a repossession
including Calgary Legal Guidance, student legal assistance and court volunteer
programs, the trusted and experienced legal team at Dimic Law provide an unparalleled
sense of clarity and guidance during this time. 
-more-
In addition to helping individuals and businesses navigate this complex process, Dimic
Law is providing the community with advice on how to prevent finding themselves in a
foreclosure. From being conscious of your budget to maintaining 6 to 12 months in
savings and staying on top of property taxes can help Albertans grapple with the ongoing
economic challenges. 

Steve Dimic is available upon request for interviews and to provide tips on navigating a
residential or commercial foreclosure. 

For more information on Dimic Law and foreclosure law visit the Dimic Law website.

-30-

https://www.dimiclaw.ca/


FAQ
When was Dimic Law
established?

Dimic Law was established in 2019
by Steve Dimic.

What areas of practice
do you offer?

What is the
consultation process?

What do I need to
bring to a consultation 

What sets you apart
from your competitors?

Dimic Law is a full service firm that
specializes in the areas of
corporate, commerical, residential
and civil litigation.
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